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Life is like a wheel with several spokes. The life wheel will be out of order if any of the 

spokes breaks or miss. We each have our own Wheel of Life, but all of our wheels are not 

the same. Do you have good social status but struggling in maintaining good family 

relations. Or perhaps you have thriving friendships but struggle financially. Or perhaps you 

are excelling quickly in your career, but your poor physical condition sometimes makes it 

hard to get up in the morning. These are examples of an unbalanced wheel. While everyone 

will experience fluctuations in their wheel from time to time, the ideal wheel is balanced, 

creating a smooth journey through life. The first step to creating balance is to find out 

where you are right now! 

Your first job is to take the assessment so that you can see which areas of your wheel need a 

little pumping up. In just five minutes or less you will: 

• Rate yourself in the seven key areas of life 

• See your wheel as it is now 

• Learn how to get where you want to go—faster 

 

 

By identifying where you are and setting the goals for where you want to be, you can 

achieve a healthier, happier and balanced life. 
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Read each of the category lists carefully and rate yourself on a scale of 1 – 10 in each space. 

Rate yourself with 1 being very poor and 10 being outstanding. Do this for all of the 

categories. You may have done this before. That’s OK, you need to do it again and again – 

and every six months for the rest of your life. Now add up the total of each column and 

divide that number by 10. This will give you your personal score for that particular spoke on 

the wheel. Now go ahead and mark that number on your spoke, and mark the rest of the 

spokes. Now connect the dots. What does your Wheel of Life look like? Is it round? Do you 

have flat spots? Do you have several spokes that need improvement? 

Physical 

____________appearance 

____________regular checkup 

____________energy level 

____________Home environment 

____________regular fitness program 

____________weight control 

____________diet & nutrition 

____________stress control 

____________endurance & strength 

____________other  

____________TOTAL ÷ 10 = ________ 

 

Spiritual 

____________believe in God 

____________inner peace 

____________influence on others 

____________spouse relationship 

____________ religious involvement 

____________sense of purpose 

____________giving donations 

____________prayer 

____________scripture study 

____________other  

____________TOTAL ÷ 10 =_________ 
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Mental 

____________attitude 

____________intelligence 

____________formal education 

____________continuing education & training 

____________creative imagination 

____________inspirational reading 

____________inquisitive mind 

____________self-image 

____________enthusiasm 

____________other  

____________TOTAL ÷ 10 = __________ 

 

Family 

___________listening 

___________principled but flexible 

___________forgiving attitude 

___________build self-esteem of others 

___________express love and respect 

___________meals together 

___________family relationships 

___________dealing with disagreements 

____________time together 

____________other 

____________TOTAL ÷ 10 = _________ 

 

Finance 

____________insurance 

____________bank Balance 

____________investment in property/House 

____________investment in share/Gold/business 

____________emergency Fund 

____________retirement Plan 

____________income vs Expenditure 
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____________child’s education/ marriage 

____________division of fund (Education/clothing/Travel etc.) 

____________other  

____________TOTAL ÷ 10 = _________ 

 

Personal/Business/Career 

____________career/business satisfaction 

____________working hour 

____________sleep 

____________working environment 

____________growth in career/business 

____________motivation 

____________flexibility 

____________personality development 

____________security 

____________others 

 

Social 

____________outing/picnic with friends 

____________social gathering 

____________association with social cause 

____________number of good friends/Making friends 

____________association with social organisation 

____________networking/meeting new people 

____________caring and helping others 

____________listening/Apologizing/smiling 

____________respecting others opinion 

____________other 

____________TOTAL ÷ 10 = _________ 
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Let me ask you a question – how smooth is your ride? If your wheel has flat spots, or it’s a 

small wheel, that means your ride is pretty bumpy and you are really not going anywhere. 

Most people are a little shocked to see that their wheel is lopsided with some flat spots, 

rather than a nice round wheel that permits them to roll successfully through life. Perhaps 

you have a fairly round wheel but everything is a 2 or 3. Your ride may be smooth, but you 

are not going anywhere.  

Thisconcept will help you remove the flat spots and produce a wheel full of conditions that 

approach or become 10s. It begins with planning your future around the seven spokes of the 

wheel and setting the right goals to achieve the vision you have for yourself. 

Now that you know where you are, you have a place to begin when you start setting goals.If 

you will make it a practice to follow the steps in this chapter, it will separate you from the 

rest of the pack. It will give you the winning edge and move you constantly in the direction 

of the dreams you desire. 

The Seven Steps of Goal Setting 

1. Identify the goal. 

2. List the benefits: what’s in it for me? 

3. List the obstacles to overcome. 

4. List the skills and knowledge required. 

5. Identify the people and groups to work with. 

6. Develop a plan of action. 

7. Set a deadline for achievement. 

I want to be certain you have the right attitude about setting your goals. Don’t think of goal 

setting as a tiresome activity that requires you to do things that are difficult. The real benefit 

of having goals is what you become by reaching them. When you successfully complete your 

goals, you change specific things in your life. Take a look at the Wheel of Life and think 

about the new person you will be if you can become or approach being a 10 in every spoke 

of the wheel. I can tell you factually that your life will be radically changed for the better, 

and the person you become will be highly successful in all that you do. 

 

YOUR GOAL SETTING 
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“Whatever the mind of man can conceive and believe, it can achieve.” 
- Napoleon Hill 

Now it’s your turn to discover what you want in your life so that your life can be happier, 

smoother, peaceful and balanced. Write down minimum of three-three goals in each of the 

category 

1. Physical 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Mental 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Spiritual 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Family 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Finance 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. Personal/Career/Business 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Social 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Things to buy to improve quality of life 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date to review and rework to complete this workbook: ________________ 
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Books by Sanjay Shail: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sanjay Shail 

Superhabits of Superstudents is beneficial for schoolStudents from class 6th to 12th. Thisbook 

focuses on the problems faced by students in school and providing some easy and impactful 

solution. It helps a student to turn him/herself into a superstudent, better human being and a 

responsible citizen. 

To purchase this book you can vist amazon.com 
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Upcoming books by Sanjay Shail: 

 

 

 

For more information please visit www.shailwaycoaching.com 


